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Alabama Technology Network  has
the most extensive training and
service offerings for business and
industry, to ensure the best
possible source for your business
needs.  These include continuous
improvement, industrial
maintenance & technology,
environmental health & safety,
food safety, and leadership &
management development. 

Manufacturer of the Year Awards to be
Announced at Engage Alabama, BCA's
Virtual Business Summit

AUGUST 2020

Our Mission is to provide the most
extensive workforce training,
technical assistance, and
engineering services designed to
improve Alabama business and
industry.

OVERVIEW

ATN's Monthly Newsletter

On Thursday, August 27th, BCA and ATN will announce the winners of the 2020
Manufacturer of the Year awards at Engage Alabama, BCA's virtual business
summit. 

Check Out the New ATN Website

The MOTY awards ceremony was set to take place on May 13th, but due to
growing concerns, the decision was made to postpone the ceremony to ensure
the safety & well-being of MOTY participants and to limit the spreading of
COVID-19. 

"Like most, we've had to learn to adapt to a virtual world over the past few
months, but I am extremely excited that we get to continue the tradition of
MOTY and announce the winners at BCA's Engage Alabama, " said ATN
Executive Director, Keith Phillips.

Since 2000, the Alabama Manufacturer of the Year Awards program has 
grown into a prestigious annual celebration attended by Alabama dignitaries
and manufacturing leaders.

These annual awards recognize the state's top manufacturers for their 
accomplishments. By applying for the award, manufacturers convey their story of
financial growth, manufacturing leadership, market leadership, leadership
development, and workforce enhancement.

Engage Alabama is a free virtual business conference presented by the Business
Council of Alabama (BCA). It will be held August 26-27 and is open to all
businesses throughout the state. With COVID-19 making it difficult to hold in-
person events, BCA is thrilled to host a
two-day virtual conference providing
interactive sessions on hot-button issues
in our state as we all navigate doing
business in this new climate. Mark your
calendars because you will not want to
miss a single session. Discussing topics
from economic development to marketing
your small business in a post-COVID world,
BCA is bringing together subject matter
experts from across the state to provide
invaluable resources at no charge to
attendees. Register Now!

http://www.atn.org/
http://www.atn.org/
https://www.accelevents.com/e/EngageAlabama


ATN is a member of a National network called NIST MEP. NIST
MEP has a University where the network of MEP Centers in the
United States and Puerto Rico work together to consolidate
and share knowledge, resources and build comradery. MEPU is
a powerful way to make our network stronger. As a member of
MEPU, we are able to post questions or topics for discussion.
We can also share documents and resources related to success
stories from Alabama!
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Contact:   Jeff Lankford jlankford@atn.org or 
                Gina Webb gwebb@atn.org

Contact:   Jeff Graham jgraham@atn.org or
                Gregg Bennett gbennett@atn.org

The CI Team is working hard to help companies who have had to
delay internal management system audits due to Covid-19.
 We’ve done audits to several different management systems,
sometimes remotely and sometimes in person, depending on the
situation at the company to be audited.  Many companies have
experienced a reduction in their staffing, leading to less internal
auditors.  At the same time, maintaining certification to ISO
9001, ISO 14001, IATF 16949, AS9100 and other standards
remains important.  If we can help with performing an internal
audit for your company, we would be glad to be of assistance to
you.  The CI Team also continues to explore methods for
providing training safely either in-person or from a distance. 
During the last few weeks, we’ve developed methods for
sanitizing items used in hands-on exercises and we’re also
working on revising class materials so that classes can be taught
online.  Many companies will need training in the Automotive
Core Tools classes:  Statistical Process Control, Measurement
Systems Analysis, Failure Mode and Effects Analysis, Advanced
Product Quality Planning, and Production Part Approval Process. 
If your company needs assistance with any of these subjects, we
can work with you to find a way to train your employees, even
during the unusual circumstances brought about by Covid-19.

Contact:   Chris Anderson canderson@atn.org  
                or Sharon Ingle single@atn.org

The ATN LMD just finished delivering Diversity and

Inclusion, Managing Uncertainty and Emotional

Quotient to all the employees of SMS Millcraft in Axis

Alabama.  Next week the LMD Team will be partnering

with Wallace Community College to deliver an LMD

series focusing on various supervision skills that will

occur every Friday for six weeks for a local

manufacturing company.   The LMD Team is currently

working on the development of a "Project

Management" training session to benefit both Project

Managers and team members with the planning,

budgeting, monitoring, reporting and contingency

management of a successful project.

The EHS Team prides itself with delivering top-level
HAZWOPER training, including classroom learning, workshop
activities, and simulated hands-on response scenarios.
Courses include 40-Hour Training for Waste Site Workers,
24-Hour Training for Emergency Responders, 8-Hour Annual
Refresher Training, 8-Hour Incident Command Systems, and
8-Hour Operations and Awareness.
Our top priority historically has been to provide the highest
level of training to participants so that they are prepared to
respond in such a way that emergencies are controlled, risks
are minimized, and all responders have the greatest
protection provided for their own health and safety in
regards to chemical exposure. And while these remain a
focal point of our training sessions, the SARS-CoV-2 (COVID-
19) has redirected our thought process to provide additional
priorities.

Because many of the items used in HAZWOPER response
training is very personal to individuals - respirators,
protective suits, and other PPE - it became apparent that
disinfection protocols above and beyond normal cleaning
procedures are needed for these often shared items.
Therefore, a committee of individuals was formed to focus on
the needs of HAZWOPER participants to ensure health and
safety against the SARS-CoV-2 is provided for each trainee.
We do so by controlling equipment exposure, minimizing
risks from contact among individuals, and providing the
highest levels of sanitation of all items used.

Contact:   Tim Croley tcroley@atn.org  

On July 14th , Alabama Technology Network, collaborated with
the Michigan Manufacturing Technology Center on a new
Industry 4.0 database which is now available as a resource for
Alabama’s Industrial Maintenance & Technology Community. 
The database consists of success stories and resources in the
areas of Robotics & Automation, Augmented & Virtual Reality,
Internet of Things, Big Data/Business Intelligence, Additive
Manufacturing, Cybersecurity, Cloud Computing, Simulation,
and Systems Integration. If your company has a success story
that you would like to have featured in our National MEP
Network, please let us know!



Click the map to learn more about each ATN 
location including staff and contact information.

INSIDE THE NETWORK

7 Manufacturing Digitization
Challenges — and How to
Overcome Them

UPCOMING WORKSHOPS
Monday, August 10th - Friday, August 14th
Six Sigma Green Belt @ Auburn

Artificial intelligence (AI)-powered
robots, 3D printing, the Internet of
Things (IoT)...there’s a whole world of
advanced manufacturing technology
and innovation just waiting for small
and medium-sized manufacturers
(SMMs) who want to step up their
digital game. Unfortunately,
manufacturing digitization can present
some fundamental challenges, like
added cybersecurity risk.

All technology implementations should
begin with a plan that includes
cybersecurity. A sound cybersecurity
plan not only helps manufacturers
identify and improve current security
protocols, it also positions them to
manage future risk. Key stakeholders
should identify the most critical
information assets to protect, map how
that information flows through the
organization (currently and with any
proposed technology or process
changes) and determine the level of risk
if that information was lost or
compromised. This sets the foundation
for how the company will address risks
to that information and can be used to
assign risk management roles, develop
secure procedures, and implement
appropriate safeguards.

So how do smaller manufacturers
increase their advanced manufacturing
technology capabilities while balancing
the associated risks? Let’s dissect some
of the top challenges for SMMs when
it comes to implementing advanced
manufacturing technology applications.

The Poultry Industry
Creating Jobs in Alabama
Alabama companies that produce and 
process poultry and eggs are an 
integral part of the state’s economy. 
Poultry producers along with the 
companies that provide supplies and 
materials to the industry provide well-
paying jobs in the state and pay 
significant amounts in taxes to state 
and federal governments.
The poultry and egg industry in 
Alabama employs as many as 24,574 
people across the state and generates 
an additional 50,842 jobs in supplier 
and ancillary industries. These include 
jobs in companies supplying goods and 
services to the industry. These are good 
jobs paying an average of $52,386 in 
wages and benefits. And in today’s 
economy, every job is important. In fact, 
in Alabama the unemployment rate has 
reached 12.90 percent. This means that 
there are 283,800 people trying to find 
jobs across the state.
Not only does the poultry and egg 
industry create good jobs in Alabama 
but the industry also contributes to the 
economy as a whole. The broader 
economic impact flows throughout the 
economy, generating business for firms 
seemingly unrelated to the poultry and 
egg industry.  Real people, with real 
jobs, working in industries as varied as 
banking, real estate, accounting, even 
printing all depend on the poultry and 
egg industry for their livelihood
Not only does the poultry and egg 
industry create jobs, it generates size-
able tax revenues. In Alabama, the 
industry and its employees pay about
$846.52 million in federal taxes, and
$378.21 million in state and local taxes.

Without a plan, an organization’s efforts
to digitize manufacturing operations
can lead to unbounded investment
costs. Learn more here.

MFG Day approaching on
October 2nd
Launched annually on the first Friday in 
October with events that continue 
throughout the month, MFG Day helps 
show the reality of modern 
manufacturing careers by encouraging 
thousands of companies and 
educational institutions around the 
nation to open their doors to students, 
parents, teachers and community 
leaders. MFG Day empowers 
manufacturers to come together to 
address their collective challenges so 
they can help their communities and 
future generations thrive.
MFG Day is an initiative of The 
Manufacturing Institute, with the 
Fabricators & Manufacturers Association 
as a founding partner. The 
Institute grows and supports the 
manufacturing industry’s skilled workers 
for the advancement of modern 
manufacturing. The Institute’s 
diverse initiatives support women, 
veterans, students and workers through 
skills training programs, community 
building and supporting the 
advancement of their career in 
manufacturing. As the workforce 
development and education partner of 
the National Association of 
Manufacturers, the Institute is a trusted 
adviser to manufacturers, 
equipping them with resources 
necessary to solve the industry’s 
toughest challenges.
Amid a global pandemic, events may look 
different, but our collective efforts are as 
important now as ever because when 
students participate in events like MFG 
Day they are twice as likely to pursue a 
career in manufacturing. 

Invest in the next generation. 

To be the leading provider of training and technical assistance solutions for
Alabama business and industry to sustain jobs, grow profits, and stay competitive.

OUR VISION

https://www.nist.gov/blogs/manufacturing-innovation-blog/7-manufacturing-digitization-challenges-and-how-overcome-them
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1P8MoNN4_nc0YL7z34u9wwjbirdoOuZsD&usp=sharing
https://www.flickr.com/photos/185926915@N04/
https://www.poultryfeedsamerica.org/
https://www.atn.org/workshops/
https://www.atn.org/workshops/
https://creatorswanted.org/
https://creatorswanted.org/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/185926915@N04/

